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Presentation Outline 

The presentation will take the following form: 

• Who is a theoretical  Physicist ? 

• What is the difference between a theoretical and 

experimental physicist and why is there a difference? 

• A brief introduction to Nanotechnology 

• An overview of Carbon Nanotube 

• Application of Nanotechnology 

• Thermoelectric Figure of Merit of Chiral Carbon Nanotube    

• Conclusion 



Who is a theoretical  Physicist ? 

 
• Theoretical physics employs mathematical 

models and abstractions of physics in an attempt 
to explain natural phenomena in a mathematical 
form. Its central core is mathematical physics, 
though other conceptual techniques are also 
used. ... 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theoretical_physics 

• ·  the description of natural phenomena in 
mathematical form, especially in order to derive 
fundamental laws of nature and to derive 
conclusions ... 
en.wiktionary.org/wiki/theoretical_physics 

http://www.google.com/url?&q=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theoretical_physics&ei=HPKfSojzCZONjAfOg5msDg&sa=X&oi=define&ct=&cd=1&usg=AFQjCNHvVdsZjak9mDHACd6WS9-Hn3xj8Q
http://www.google.com/url?&q=http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/theoretical_physics&ei=HPKfSojzCZONjAfOg5msDg&sa=X&oi=define&ct=&cd=1&usg=AFQjCNFwqVAkrbOTI6jRoPK0nm-PbFBCMA


• Theoretical physicists are rather typical 
scientists. If you imagine them as absent-
minded, egg-headed, bizarre characters 
scratching their chins while deeply 
engaged in thought... Well, most of the 
time you'd be right. 

• What this people do is to try to figure out 
how Nature works. That is, why the stars 
shine, why water is fluid and the sky is 
blue, what you are made of and why does 
"it" weigh that much, why the universe 
expands, or what energy and matter 
actually ARE… 

   by Alvaro de Rújula 
• source: http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/People/People-en.html 





what is the difference between a theoretical and an experimental 
physicist and why is there a difference?'' 

• The answer to the second question is simple: the two 
"species'' do quite different and often very specialized 
things. It is increasingly hard to find people like Leonardo 
da Vinci, who know and are active on "everything''. The 
experimentalist interrogates Nature directly, by observing 
it passively, like astronomers do, or actively, like particle 
experimentalists do, in "playing'' with Nature's smallest 
constituents to figure out directly how they behave. 

• The relation between experimentalists and theorists is 
often one of healthy competition for truth and less 
healthy competition for fame. Here is a riddle reflecting 
that fact: 

• What is similar and what is different between the 
following two sets?: 



• The first set consists of a farmer, his pig and the 
truffles(edible fungi) 

• The second set consists of the theorist, the 
experimentalist and the big discoveries 

(you can see by my drawing of the second set that I am not an experimentalist). 



• The answer to the riddle is: 

• The farmer takes his pig to the woods. The pig snifs around 
looking for a truffle. When the pig gets it and is about to 
eat it, the farmer kicks the pig on the head with his club 
and steals the truffle. Those are the similarities: a theorist 
would also claim recognition for an experimenter's 
discovery (if it has anything to do with her/his theories) 
even if [s]he did not make it! 
 

• The difference is that the farmer always takes the pig to 
woods where there are truffles, while more often than not, 
the suggestions by the theorists take the experimentalists 
to "woods'' where there are no "truffles'' (by suggesting 
experiments that do not lead to interesting discoveries). 
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NANOTECHNOLOGY 

• DEFINITION: 

• The most common definition of nanoscience is  

‘the ability to do things – measure, see, predict 

and make – on the scale of atoms and molecules 

and exploit the novel properties found at that 

scale. 



•What is the scale? 



• Traditionally, this scale is defined 
as between 0.1 and 100 
nanometre (nm). 







•Characterisation of 
Nanotechnology 



Nanotechnology is characterised 
by distinguishing between the 
fabrication processes of top-
down and bottom up.  



Top-down 

 
Top-down technology refers to the 

fabrication of nanoscale structures by 
machining and etching techniques. It is 
important to note that in miniaturisation  
at the nanoscale level, quantum laws 
operate and  surface behaviour starts to 
dominate over the behaviour of bulk 
materials.  



Metal Organic Chemical Vapour 
Depositon ( MOCVD) 
 

Kansas State University  



Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) 
 

The Molecular Beam Epitaxy System in the William R. Wiley 
Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Molecular_beam_epitaxy_pnl.png


Schematic diagram of a typical MBE 



 Bottom-up technology refers 
to molecular nanotechnology 
(MNT) which means creation 

of organic and inorganic 
structures, atom by atom or 

molecule by molecule. 

Bottom-up 







•What is the situation now? 



• At present the bottom up is far from 
realization.  Nanotechnology as 
applied today is mainly top down, 



• Novel Materials 

 

• It is a known fact that material 
science and technology is 
fundamental to a majority of the 
applications of nanotechnology.  

 

• Novel materials that can be classified 
under nanotechnology are the 
following: 



• Quantum well structures 
(heterostructures, superlattices, 
multiple quantum wells and quantum 
wire) 

• Quantum dot structures 

• Photonic crystals 

• Carbon nanotubes 

• Spintronics 

• Polymers 

 



SUPERLATTICE 



• Superlattice is a periodic structure of repeating quantum 
wells that sets up a new set of selection rules which affects 
the conditions for charges to flow through the structure.  
 

• This nanostructure consists of two different semiconductor 
materials, which are deposited alternately on each other to 
form a periodic structure in the growth direction. Since the 
first proposal by Leo Esaki and Raphael Tsu of synthetic 
artificial superlattices in 1970,[1] great advances in the 
physics of such ultra-fine semiconductors, presently called 
quantum structures, have been made within the past two 
decades.  

• The concept of quantum confinement has led to the 
observation of quantum size effects in isolated quantum 
well heterostructures and is closely related to superlattices 
through the tunneling phenomena. Therefore, these two 
ideas are often discussed on the same physical basis, but 
each field has its own intrigue and different physics useful 
for applications in many electric and optical devices. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Selection_rules
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leo_Esaki
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raphael_Tsu
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superlattice


Schematic representation of 
superlattice 



Prof. S.Y. Mensah meets Leo Esaki  
(Nobel Prize winner 1973) 



HETEROJUNCTION 



HETEROSTRUCTURES 

• Heterostructures are formed from multiple 
heterojunctions. If a thin layer of a 
narrower-bandgap material ‘A’ is 
sandwiched between two layers of wider-
bandgap material ‘B’, then they form a 
double heterojunction.  











CARBON NANOTUBE 



• DISCLOSURES/PATENT APPLICATIONS 

•   

• “Thermoelectric Characterization of Hydrogen 
Storage in Carbon Nanotubes” P.C Eklund, G. U. 
Sumanasekera, C. Adu, B. K. Pradhan, Provisional 
application filed Oct. 2000. 

• “Carbon Nanotubes: A thermoelectric Nano-
nose”  P.C Eklund, G. U. Sumanasekera, K. W. Adu, B. 
K. Pradhan,  Invention Disclosure # 2000-2357. 

• “ Thermal Production of Semiconductor 
Nanotubes (GaAs nanowires)”,   K. W. Adu, B. K. 
Pradhan, P. C. Eklund, Request for provisional 
application March 2002  

www.personal.psu.edu/pce3/group_members/kofi.htm 



CARBON NANOTUBE 



• Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are an allotrope of 
carbon. They take the form of cylindrical carbon 
molecules and have novel properties that make 
them potentially useful in a wide variety of 
applications in nanotechnology, electronics, optics 
and other fields of materials science. They exhibit 
extraordinary strength and unique electrical 
properties, and are efficient conductors of heat. 
Inorganic nanotubes have also been synthesized. 

 
• Nanotubes are members of the fullerene structural 

family, which also includes buckyballs. Whereas 
buckyballs are spherical in shape, a nanotube is 
cylindrical, with at least one end typically capped 
with a hemisphere of the buckyball structure. Their 
name is derived from their size, since the diameter 
of a nanotube is on the order of a few nanometers 
(approximately 50,000 times smaller than the width 
of a human hair), while they can be up to several 
millimeters in length. There are two main types of 
nanotubes: single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) and 
multi-walled nanotubes (MWNTs). 

http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Electronics
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Optics
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Electricity
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Heat_conduction
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Inorganic_nanotube
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Fullerene
http://www.reference.com/go/http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Buckyball%23Buckminsterfullerene
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Sphere
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Cylinder_%28geometry%29
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Nanometer
http://www.reference.com/go/http://wikipedia.org/wiki/%23Single-walled
http://www.reference.com/go/http://wikipedia.org/wiki/%23Single-walled
http://www.reference.com/go/http://wikipedia.org/wiki/%23Single-walled
http://www.reference.com/go/http://wikipedia.org/wiki/%23Multi-walled
http://www.reference.com/go/http://wikipedia.org/wiki/%23Multi-walled
http://www.reference.com/go/http://wikipedia.org/wiki/%23Multi-walled


…Discovery of carbon 
Nanotube 

• In 1952 Radushkevich and Lukyanovich published 
clear images of 50 nanometer diameter tubes 
made of carbon in the Russian Journal of Physical 
Chemistry. This discovery was largely unnoticed; 
the article was published in the Russian language, 
and Western scientists' access to Russian press 
was limited during the Cold War. It is likely that 
carbon nanotubes were produced before this 
date, but the invention of the transmission 
electron microscope allowed the direct 
visualization of these structures. A 2006 editorial 
written by Marc Monthioux and Vladimir 
Kuznetsov in the journal Carbon has described 
the interesting and often misstated origin of the 
carbon nanotube. A large percentage of academic 
and popular literature attributes the discovery of 
hollow, nanometer sized tubes composed of 
graphitic carbon to Sumio Iijima of NEC in 1991.  

http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/1952
http://www.reference.com/go/http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Radushkevich
http://www.reference.com/go/http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Lukyanovich
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Cold_War
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Transmission_electron_microscope
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Transmission_electron_microscope


 

• Single-walled 
 

• Most single-walled nanotubes (SWNT) have a 
diameter of close to 1 nanometer, with a tube 
length that can be many thousands of times larger. 
single-walled nanotubes with length up to orders 
of centimeters have been produced . The structure 
of a SWNT can be conceptualized by wrapping a 
one-atom-thick layer of graphite called graphene 
into a seamless cylinder. The way the graphene 
sheet is wrapped is represented by a pair of indices 
(n,m) called the chiral vector. The integers n and m 
denote the number of unit vectors along two 
directions in the honeycomb crystal lattice of 
graphene. If m=0, the nanotubes are called 
"zigzag". If n=m, the nanotubes are called 
"armchair". Otherwise, they are called "chiral". 

Types of Carbon Nanotube 

http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Graphite
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Graphene
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Vector_%28spatial%29
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Crystal_lattice


Multiwalled nanotubes (MWNT) consist of multiple layers of 
graphite rolled in on themselves to form a tube shape. 
There are two models which can be used to describe the 
structures of multiwalled nanotubes. In the Russian Doll 
model, sheets of graphite are arranged in concentric 
cylinders, eg a (0,8) single-walled nanotube (SWNT) within 
a larger (0,10) single-walled nanotube. In the Parchment 
model, a single sheet of graphite is rolled in around itself, 
resembling a scroll of parchment or a rolled up newspaper. 
The interlayer distance is close to the distance between 
graphene layers in graphite. The special place of Double-
walled Carbon Nanotubes (DWNT) must be emphasized 
here because they combine very similar morphology and 
properties as compared to SWNT, while improving 
significantly their chemical resistance. This is especially 
important when functionalisation is required (this means 
grafting of chemical functions at the surface of the 
nanotubes) to add new properties to the CNT.  

Multi-walled 
 

http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Matryoshka_doll
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Scroll_%28parchment%29


• A fullerite is a highly incompressible 
nanotube form. Polymerized single walled 
nanotubes (P-SWNT) are a class of 
fullerites and are comparable to diamond 
in terms of hardness. However, due to the 
way that nanotubes intertwine, P-SWNTs 
don't have the corresponding crystal 
lattice that makes it possible to cut 
diamonds neatly. This same structure 
results in a less brittle material, as any 
impact that the structure sustains is 
spread out throughout the material.  

 

•Fullerite 
 

http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Fullerite
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Physical_compression
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Polymerized
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Diamond
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Hardness
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Brittle


THE STRUCTURE OF THE CARBON NANOTUBE 

• Manufacturing a nanotube is dependent on 
applied quantum mechanics, specifically, orbital 
hybridization. Nanotubes are composed entirely 
of sp2 bonds, similar to those of graphite. This 
bonding structure, which is stronger than the sp3 
bonds found in diamond, provides the molecules 
with their unique strength. Nanotubes naturally 
align themselves into "ropes" held together by 
Van der Waals forces. Under high pressure, 
nanotubes can merge together, trading some sp2 
bonds for sp3 bonds, giving great possibility for 
producing strong, unlimited-length wires through 
high-pressure nanotube linking.  

http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Orbital_hybridization
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Orbital_hybridization
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Sp%C2%B2_bond
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Graphite
http://www.reference.com/go/http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_hybridisation%23sp3_hybrids
http://www.reference.com/go/http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_hybridisation%23sp3_hybrids
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Diamond
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Van_der_Waals_force


Hexagonal Lattice (Definition of Vectors) 
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Potential, Current and Ancient 

Applications 

 

• The strength and flexibility of carbon nanotubes makes 
them of potential use in controlling other nanoscale 
structures, which suggests they will have an important role 
in nanotechnology engineering. The highest tensile strength 
an individual multi-walled carbon nanotube has been tested 
to be is 63 GPa. Bulk nanotube materials may never achieve 
a tensile strength similar to that of individual tubes, but 
such composites may nevertheless yield strengths sufficient 
for many applications. Carbon nanotubes have already been 
used as composite fibers in polymers and concrete to 
improve the mechanical, thermal and electrical properties 
of the bulk product. Carbon nanotubes have also recently 
been discovered to be a component of damascus steel, 
which accounts for why those ancient swords made from it 
were reported to have been able to cut through stone and 
metal without losing their edge, to the point where they 
could still cut silk scarves in mid-air.  

http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Nanotechnology
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Tensile_strength
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/GPa
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Polymers
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Concrete
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Damascus_steel


Structural 

 • Because of the great mechanical properties of the carbon 
nanotubule, a variety of structures have been proposed 
ranging from everyday items like clothes and sports gear to 
combat jackets, space elevators and contraceptives. 
However the space elevator will require further efforts in 
refining carbon nanotube technology, as the practical 
tensile strength of carbon nanotubes can still be greatly 
improved..For perspective outstanding breakthroughs have 
already been born. Pioneering work lead by Ray H. 
Baughman at the NanoTech Institute has shown that single 
and multi-walled nanotubes can produce materials with 
toughness un-matched in the man-made and natural 
worlds.  

• A good example of a practical use for the carbon 
nanotubules is the bicycle Floyd Landis used at the 2006 
Tour de France. Carbon nanotubes were used to enhance 
the strength of the carbon fiber frame and made it possible 
to make a bicycle's frame weighing only one kilogram.  

http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Space_elevator
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Floyd_Landis
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/2006_Tour_de_France
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/2006_Tour_de_France


IN ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS 

 
• Carbon nanotubes have many properties—from 

their unique dimensions to an unusual current 
conduction mechanism—that make them ideal 
components of electrical circuits. Currently, there 
is no reliable way to arrange carbon nanotubes 
into a circuit.The major hurdles that must be 
jumped for carbon nanotubes to find prominent 
places in circuits relate to fabrication difficulties. 
The production of electrical circuits with carbon 
nanotubes are very different from the traditional 
IC fabrication process. The IC fabrication process 
is somewhat like sculpture - films are deposited 
onto a wafer and pattern-etched away. Because 
carbon nanotubes are fundamentally different 
from films, carbon nanotube circuits can not be 
mass produced as of now. 
 

http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Electrical_conduction
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Fabrication_%28semiconductor%29
http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Sculpture


 
Tiny tubes of carbon could oust plasma 

in large flat-panel displays 

 • NOW THAT PLASMA TELEVISIONS ARE HERE, 
• their makers would have you believe the quest for the ultimate TV is 
• over. After all, these big, flat screens are dazzlingly bright and have a 
• wide viewing angle. They can be hung on a wall or even built right into 
• it. What more could you want? 
• Well, for starters, how about a TV set that doesn’t consume as much power 
• as a toaster oven? For that matter, youwould think that any TV technology worthy 
• of the term “ultimate” would be free of significant flaws, which lower-end 
• plasma screens are not. For example, many models costing less than about US 
• $5000 have a distracting tendency to render pure black with a greenish cast. 
• For reasons like those, bands of researchers in the United States, Europe, 
• and Asia are insisting that the last word in TVs won’t be plasma, but rather 
• nanotubes. These exotic molecules of carbon, only a few nanometers wide and 
• perhaps a micrometer long, are at the heart of a new class of big, bright 

experimental 
• displays that could overcome the power and image quality problems 
• of plasma screens while retaining their brightness and size. 

 









Golden nanotubes show super 
contrast Sep 10, 2009 

• Researchers in Arkansas in the US have developed new 
nanomaterials – dubbed golden nanotubes – for use as 
super contrast agents for highly sensitive imaging of 
tumours and cancer cells. When intravenously injected 
with the nanotubes, mice with tumours in their lymph 
nodes show photoacoustic and photothermal signals that 
are 100 times stronger than those observed for ordinary 
carbon nanotubes. The nanomaterial, which can also be 
used to carry therapeutic agents thanks to its hollow 
core, could be used as a more efficient and less toxic 
alternative to other nanoparticles and fluorescent labels 
for non-invasive tumour imaging  



http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/tech/40326/1/090909


Technology update 
Sep 15, 2009 

• Nanotubes set to shine for solar energy 

• Carbon nanotubes could be used to produce solar cells 
that generate more electrical current per photon than 
existing photovoltaic technologies, according to scientists 
in the US. The team has shown that photodiodes made 
from carbon nanotubes create multiple electron-hole 
pairs in response to a single photon – unlike other 
photodiodes, which produce just one pair per photon. 

• "If this could be exploited in large-scale solar cells, it 
would extend the power conversion efficiency above 
standard limits," said Nathan Gabor of Cornell University, 
who was involved in the research.  



http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/tech/40358/1/nano


PLAY MEDIA  OF NANOTUBE 
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THERMOELECTRIC FIGURE OF 
MERIT OF CHIRAL CARBON 

NANOTUBE 

Collaborators 

                      DR. N. 

 G. Mensah,  G. K. Nkrumah-Buandoh,  PROF. F. K. A. Allotey  

and A. Twum 



MOTIVATION 



                       

Motivation     







Motivation    cont’D 



THEORY 
     We calculate the electron conductivity, the Peltier coefficient (and hence 

the thermopower), the zero-current density electron thermal conductivity 
and the figure of merit of CNT.We use the approach developed in16, 17, 20, 

21. We noted that the properties mentioned above strongly depend on 
the GCA θh, temperature T and real overlapping integrals for jumps 
along the tubular axis ∆z and the base helix ∆s. The variation of these 
parameters can give rise to giant thermopower, unusual high electron 
thermal conductivity and the figure of merit greater than 1, making CNT 
very good material for the production of thermoelement.  

    Single walled-carbon nanotube (SWNT) is considered as an infinitely 
long chain of carbon atoms wrapped along a base helix. The problem is 
considered in the semiclassical approximation, starting with the 
Boltzmann kinetic equation13, 

 

 

 

 Here f(r, p, t) is the distribution function, f0(p) is the equilibrium distribution 

function, v(p) is the electron velocity, E is a weak constant applied field, r is the 

electron position, p is the electron dynamical momentum, τ is the relaxation time 

and e is the electron charge.  



THEORY 

    

 

The collision integral is taken in the τ approximation and further assumed 

constant. Eq.(1) is solved by perturbation approach treating the second term 

as the perturbation. In the linear approximation of T and µ, µ is the chemical 

potential, we obtain 

here ε(p) is the electron energy. The current density j is defined as 

and the thermal current density q as 



Substituting Eq. (2) into Eqs. (3) and (4), and making the transformation  

p − eEt → p 

we obtain for the current density 

and for the thermal current density  



We resolve Eqs. (5) and (6) along the tubular axis (z axis) and the base helix, 

neglecting the interference between the axial and the helical paths connecting 

a pair of atoms, so that transverse motion quantizatoin is ignored24, 25, 26. 

This approximation best describes doped chiral carbon nanotubes, and is 

experimentally confirmed in27. Using the following transformation  

we obtain the electron current density along the tubular axis and the base helix as 



and 

Similarly the thermal current density along the tubular and the base helix base 

become 

and 



The integrations are carried out over the first Brillouin zone. The axial and 

circumferential electron current density will be given as follows 

and the axial and circumferential thermal current density also as 

 

where θh is the geometric chiral angle (GCA).  

The energy ε(p) of the electrons, calculated using the tight binding 

approximation is givenas expressed in25 as follows: 

εo is the energy of an outer-shell electron in an isolated carbon atom, ∆s and ∆z 

are the real overlapping integrals for jumps along the respective coordinates, ps 

and pz are the carrier momentum along the base helix and the tubular axis 

respectively, ħ is h/2π and h is Planck’s constant. ds is the distance between the 

site n and n + 1 along the base helix and dz is the distance between the site n 

and n + N along the tubular axis. 



For a non-degenerate electron gas, we use the Boltzmann equilibrium 

distribution function f0(p) as expressed in 16, i.e., 

where C is determined by the condition 

and no is charge density, In(x) is the modified Bessel function of order n and 

k is Boltzmann’s constant. The components vs and vz of the electron velocity v 

are given by 

and 

 



Using Eqs. (7)−(16) and the fact that Es = Ez sin θh,  

s T =  T sin θh, and E = − φ, we obtain the following expressions 



Here  

The thermal currrent density q given by Eqs. (19) and (20) can be written 

in terms of current density j as 



e

and 

 

Hence from Eqs. (17) and (18) we obtain the axial and circumferential components of the 

electrical conductivity σ as follows 

From Eqs. (21) and (22) we also obtain the axial and circumferential components 

of Peltier coefficient Π, and the electron thermal conductivity  when j is zero as follows 

 

where α is the thermopower or Seebeck coefficient. 



In this paper we have calculated the electrical conductivity, Peltier coefficient and 

electron thermal conductivity. We are interested in results in the axial direction, i.e. 

along the tubular axis. We noted that these paraemters are highly anisotropic, 

depending on the GCA θh, temperature T and the real overlapping integrals for 

jumps along the respective coordinates ∆s and ∆z.  



We evaluated numerically the thermoelectric figure of merit Z defined by 

the relation 
zz

lat
where   is the sum of the electron thermal conductivity  

 and lattice thermal conductivity  

 In most cases the dimensionless figure of merit ZT is used. 

The thermopower αzz obtained shows very interesting results, the details of which can be 

found in Figure 1. when ∆z = 0.20 eV, 0.60 eV and 1.00 eV for ∆s = 1.40 eV  

(Figure 1 (a)) or ∆s = 1.80 eV (Figure 1 (b)), αzz 1/T , i.e., it exhibits semiconducting 

properties26  



However, when ∆s is varied from 0.010 eV to 0.020 eV keeping ∆z at 0.020 eV (Figure 2 (a)), 0.025 eV 

(Figure 2 (b)) and 0.030 eV (Figure 2 (c)), the thermopower αzz rises to a maximum value and then 

falls off. Such behaviour has been observed experimentally by Kong et al18. They attributed it to 

quasiparticle tunelling processes at some blockade sites. Also in15 Grigorian et al observed this 

behaviour and attributed it to Kondo effect. But like Vavro and co-workers29 we attribute the 

phenomena to phonon drag effect which is important in doped SWNTs when electron-phonon 

scattering is the dominant decay mechanism for the phonons. We also observed that the peak value 

of αzz shifts between 100 K and 150 K as noted in18. 



With respect to the electron thermal conductivity κzz, we noted (Figure 3) that for values of 

∆z = 0.20 eV, 0.60 eV and 1.00 eV, and ∆s = 1.40 eV or ∆s = 1.80 eV, the electron thermal 

conductivity falls off monotonously. Particularly in Figure 3 (b), when 

∆z = 0.6 eV and ∆s = 1.80 eV, the κzz value at 100 K is around 400 W/mK and decreases 

to 200 W/mK at 400 K. A similar observation was made for the lattice thermal conductivity  lat

 of (5,5) SWNT with 40%—50% 14C impurity by Zhang et al.31.  



On the other hand when 0.010 eV≤ ∆s ≤ 0.020 eV and 0.020 eV≤ ∆z ≤ 0.030 eV (Figure 4), 

the electron thermal conductivity  behaves in a similar manner as the lattice thermal 

conductivity obtained by Berber et al.19, i.e. the thermal conductivity rises to a maximum 

and then falls off. They exhibit unusually high thermal conductivity at around 100 K. 



To calculate the thermoelectric figure of merit, we needed to use lattice thermal 

conductivity data. Because of the similar behaviour of our curves to the curves of Zhang et 

al. and Berber et al., we calculated the thermoelectric figure of merit as a function of 

temperature using the lattice thermal conductivity data obtained by Zhang et al. for the case 

when 0.20 eV≤ ∆z ≤ 1.00 eV and ∆s = 1.40 eV and 1.80 eV, and by Berber et al. for the 

case when 0.010 eV≤ ∆s ≤ 0.020 eV and 0.020 eV≤ ∆z ≤ 0.030 eV.In fact in31 it was stated 

unambigously that unlike its electronic counterpart, the thermal conductivity of SWNTs does 

not depend on the chirality and/or atomic geometry sensitvely both at low temperature and 

room temperature.  The results for case I), presented in Figure 5, shows that ZT could be 

greater than 1, and it decreases with both increasing temperature and ∆z. However it 

increased slightly  





when ∆s was increased from 1.40 eV to 1.60 eV. For case II), it was observed 

(Figure 6) that for ∆s = 0.010 eV and ∆z = 0.020 eV, ZT is greater than 1 at low 

temperatures. It then falls rapidly with increasing T and attains a constant value 

of 0.8 at about 300 K. This result corroborates with the suggestion made by 

Small et al.30 which says that at temperatures below 30 K, ZT can be greater 

than 1 for single walled nanotubes (SWNTS). In that same paper it was 

suggested that ZT > 1 if α ~ 200µ V/K. This also agrees with our results (see 

figs. (3a) and (3b)). On the other hand, as ∆s changes from 0.018 eV to 0.020 

eV at ∆z = 0.020 eV, we observed that ZT is very small at low temperatures and 

increases with increasing temperature to a constant value. As can be seen from 

figs. (4b) and (4c) the behaviour of the graphs remain almost the same as we 

increase the values of ∆z from 0.020 eV to 0.030 eV. However, we noted that ZT 

> 1 for values of ∆s = 0.010 eV and ∆z = 0.025 eV and 0.030 eV.  

 

Conclusion:   We have studied the thermoelectric effect of CNTs and noted that 

by optimizing T, ∆z and ∆s, ZT can be made greater than 1. This suggests that CNTs 

could be used as a thermoelement. 
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